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▰ In the atmosphere of heightened tension post the Tableeg Jamaat incident, 

multiple letters of concern were written to leadership, administrative heads 

and to other eminent people. Letters of appreciation were written to those 

organisations and individuals who held the secular fabric of the nation in the 

testing times. 

▰ Ramzan and Eid Guidelines were prepared and circulated in Media and Social 

Media in view of Covud-19 lockdown. In addition ,Covid-19 campaigns were 

launched and widely circulated, accepted and liked by general public 

Managed to get best minds of the community together and the organisational 

structure was laid. 

April 2020 



▰ IMPAR managed to get Tableeghis released who were languishing in various quarantine centers across the 

country for many weeks. The COVID 19 protocols require 14 days of quarantine but, unfortunately, most of the 

Tableeghis had spent more than a month in quarantine. The irony was these people were quarantined for so 

many days, even when none of them found Corona positive. With the collective effort of few individuals such as 

Jb. MH Khan, IAS, ex-Secretary, GOI, Mr. HK Paliwal, ex Secy to CM, Zen Zameer Uddin Shah, and Mr MJ Khan 

around 250 Tabligh members were released who were lodged in Baraut for last 50 days. 55 Tablighis locked in 

quarantine in a school at a Gonda for 40 days were also released. Dr. Nitin Bansal, DM, helped in the completion 

all formalities and assured Tableeghis reached their home before Eid. 

▰ IMPAR has prepared a booklet of charity done by Muslim individuals and community during the COVID 19 crisis. 

▰ IMPAR filed an RTI on the number of total deaths in the riots of North-East Delhi, FIR’s for the missing people, 

total number of injured, list of houses and shops that were looted with list and names of affected families,  list of 

burnt house and shops and names of affected families, list of the arrested people by names and the charges 

framed against each arrested person by name of police station or other concerned teams, list about the 

compensation that was paid for deaths,I njured,burnt /damaged houses, properties etc.  

May 2020 



▰ IMPAR working agenda for next 12 months was released. The agenda touches issues of 

monitoring of media contents and constructive engagement, analyzing the social, political and 

economic challenges by internal working groups, constituting expert groups to leverage 

government programs and schemes, engaging with central and state governments and all the 

key institutions, reaching out to top 1000 corporate for CSR ,jobs and skill support, organizing 

meetings, expert lectures and roundtables  with thought leaders of various subjects, holding 

dialogue with leaderships on all political parties, media and corporate houses, creating NGO’s 

and start ups and adopting the same number in existing districts, creating monitoring centre, 

emergency response team(ERT) with legal support system, organizing RRF(reward, recognition) 

function for  outstanding community work, organizing social actions like cleanliness drive, 

feeding poor, community service and leadership of women and youth. 

▰ IMPAR came out with a press release condemning the Chinese incursions in Ladakh and offered 

condolence to the families of 20 soldiers who lost their lives.  

June 2020 



▰ IMPAR wrote to Shri Ajay Kumar Bhalla-Home Secretary Government of India, Shri Ajit Doval National Security 

Advisor Government of India, Thiru K Palaniswami Honorable Chief Minister Government of Tamil Nadu Chennai, 

Mr K Shanmugan Chief Secretary Government of Tamil Nadu, H.E Banwari Lal Purohit ,Hon’ble Governor of Tamil 

Nadu for the release of overseas Tableeghi Jamaati’s languishing across various jails in Tamil Nadu . Though 

having completed the necessary quarantine and ordered for release by the Hon’ble High Court of Chennai, the 

release has been deferred by one reason or the other. In this regard, press release was also released and 

carried by several English,urdu and hindi newspapers. 

▰  Impar initiated several awareness program and campaigns called ‘My Clean Neighborhood’ on 28 July in 

several parts of Old Delhi and North-west Delhi. 

▰ IMPAR organised an interaction with Shri Suresh Prabhu,Member Parliamnet and India’s Sherpa to G7 and G20 

countries.On behalf of IMPAR, Mr K Rahman Khan- former deputy chairman Rajya Sabha, Mr H R Khan-former 

Deputy governor RBI Mumbai, Mr Yunus Javed-India Representative Saudi CISP and Aramco, Mr Saaed Shervani 

-M D Shervani Group of Hotels ,Ms Sheeba Aslam Fehmi-journalist and India head at indiatimes.live ,Mr M J 

Khan-President IMPAR raised pertinent issues that affect the Muslim community in India. The program was 

conducted by Mr Khalid Ansari, executive director IMPAR and vote of thanks was delivered by Col Saleem 

Durrani. The news about the interaction was widely covered by national and regional media. 

June 2020..contd. 
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